
tion rotary switch for input-mode selec-
tion, or an on/on/on toggle switch, such
as C&K Components’ 7211, available
from Digi-Key Corp (www.digikey.
com) and other sources, or a similar
switch, wired as a three-way selector.
(See the manufacturer’s data sheet for
a connection diagram.) You can also
use separate connectors for the inputs,
but connect no more than one input at
a time.EDN

R E F E R E N C E
Bissell, Harry, “Envelope follower

combines fast response, low ripple,”
EDN, Dec 26, 2002, pg 59,
www.edn.com/article/CA265499.
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Figure 1 Use this versatile precision rectifier circuit to recover a signal’s positive peaks, negative peaks, or both in full-
wave mode.
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Figure 2 This waveform plot shows the circuit’s outputs for a sine-wave input
connected to the negative, full, and positive inputs, respectively. Traces are
vertically offset for clarity.
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Part 68 of the FCC’s (Federal
Communications Commission,

www.fcc.gov) telecommunications reg-
ulations requires that certain signaling
equipment connecting directly to the
public-telephone network must present
a line-to-line resistance of at least 5
M�. In addition, status signals that
equipment derives from the phone lines
must include electrical isolation to pre-

vent interaction between earth
grounds from the telephone network
and attached control or communica-
tions equipment. Although a trans-
former can provide isolation for voice-
frequency signals, the telephone-line-
status-indicator circuit in Figure 1
meets FCC isolation requirements
without incorporating a transformer
(Reference 1). A diode bridge, D1

through D4, and R1, a 5.6-M� resistor,
supply a small amount of dc power from
the phone line to a nanopowered com-
bination comparator and a 1.2V volt-
age reference, IC1. The Maxim (www.
maxim-ic.com) MAX917 IC draws
only 0.75 �A at 1.8VCC.

Resistors R2 and R3 form the detec-
tion-voltage divider, and R4 provides
hysteresis. When IC1’s output goes low,
R4 and R3 form a parallel combination
of 3.26-M� resistance. To reach the
comparator’s reference voltage of
1.245V, the voltage across C1 must
reach at least 5.06V. Once IC1’s output

Isolated indicator signals 
telephone line’s status

�

Yongping Xia, Navcom Technology, Torrance, CA
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goes high, R4 and R2 form a parallel
resistance of 6.67 M�, and the voltage
across C1 must reach 3.37V to deliver
a 1.245V input to the comparator. IC1’s
output drives a photocoupler, IC2, a
Toshiba (www.semicon.toshiba.co.jp)
TLP190B. Unlike other photocouplers,
IC2 includes an array of photodiodes
that, when illuminated, delivers a volt-
age output. Although weak by power-
conversion standards, the photocou-
pler’s output can deliver several micro-
amperes at an open-circuit voltage that
exceeds 7V, or enough to drive a MOS-

FET’s gate or a microprocessor’s input
pin. In addition, the TLP190B carries
a 2500V-rms emitter-to-detector isola-
tion-voltage rating.

When a telephone is not in use, the
on-hook voltage across its line of
approximately �48V produces a cur-
rent of 7 to 8 �A through R1, which
imposes a low-leakage requirement on
C1. The prototype version of the circuit
uses an X5R-characteristic ceramic
capacitor. When the voltage across C1
exceeds 5.06V, IC1’s output goes high
and drives IC2 through R5, discharging

C1. When the voltage across C1
decreases to 3.37V, IC1’s output goes
low, and C1 recharges. The output from
IC2 comprises a 1.4-msec-wide voltage
pulse with a repetition period of
approximately 240 msec. When the
phone is off the hook, the voltage
across its lines drops to a few volts,
which don’t sustain pulse genera-
tion.EDN

R E F E R E N C E
www.fcc.gov/wcb/iatd/part_

68.html.
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Figure 1 Drawing minuscule amounts of power from a telephone line, this isolated-output circuit indicates whether the
line is in use.
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High-speed DACs, such as
Analog Devices’ AD9776/

78/79 TxDAC family, offer differential
outputs, but, for low-end ac applica-
tions or high-precision level-setting
applications, a single-ended current-
output DAC with a differential-con-
version circuit provides a novel ap-
proach to generating differential-
waveform-control functions. The basic
circuit in Figure 1 combines a current-
output DAC, IC1, such as the 8-bit

AD5424 DAC, with a single-ended-to-
differential op-amp stage—IC2,  IC3A,
and IC3B—to generate the desired out-
puts. For dual-power-supply applica-
tions, you select the DAC’s unipolar
mode of operation to achieve optimum
performance from the DAC. Using a
single op amp, the DAC provides two-
quadrant multiplication or a unipolar
output-voltage swing. The DAC’s out-
put requires a buffer because changing
the code applied to the DAC’s input

varies its output impedance.
This equation defines the circuit’s

output voltage: VOUT��VREF�
(D/2N), where N defines the number of
input bits, VREF is the reference voltage,
and D is the decimal equivalent of the
binary code. To generate a positive
common-mode voltage, you use a neg-
ative voltage for the DAC’s reference
voltage. The DAC’s internal design
accommodates ac reference input sig-
nals of �10 to �10V. In this mode, the
DAC provides a 5M-sample/sec maxi-
mum update rate for one-quarter full-
scale code changes when you operate it
from a 5V power supply. Use resistors
R1 and R2 only if your application
requires adjustable gain.

Circuit converts DAC’s outputs 
from single-ended to differential mode

�

Liam Riordan, Analog Devices, Limerick, Ireland
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